This year’s Campus Weeks’ topic, “Building Tomorrow,” explores the German American relationship through various contexts. Throughout the rest of the fall semester, you will have the opportunity to examine the significance of the past, present, and future of the transatlantic relationship. As a culmination of our exploration, we invite you to participate in this year’s Campus Competitions!

We invite students to creatively engage with the German-American relationship through the exciting medium of POETRY! Perhaps a haiku or sonnet will do. Or maybe you are more interested in the visual stylings of concrete poetry or the emotion of slam poetry. Or maybe you enjoy playing with the musicality of languages – write a song or show the sounds in common between multiple languages. Be creative and show your knowledge of German and the German-American relationship through any style of poem you would like!

- There will be some Prizes!
- Prizes will be awarded, and all participants will have the opportunity to share their poem via Zoom during our Campus Competitions Award Ceremony on November 16.

Submit your poem to your German professor or Dr. Ben Davis by Friday, November 6.